Doubling of share price, putting a man on the moon, turning an old refinery into a world-class facility and improving safety are all outcomes that have been delivered by implementing asset management.

But just as a tree needs the right climate and soil to produce wonderful fruit, so too, asset management must have the right environment to flourish; the right leadership, behaviour and culture.

This book, **Living Asset Management** highlights our abundant potential to develop and change leadership, culture and behaviour so that asset management will produce the outcomes we want.

Physical assets and management systems are visible and tangible like the trunk and branches of a tree. Leadership, emotions, culture and behaviours are invisible and intangible. Yet, they are essential to an organisation. Just as a tree is not merely a collection of trunks, branches and leaves, neither is an organisation merely a collection of assets and their plans and processes. Without the right leadership, culture and behaviours, an organisation cannot produce its desired outcomes, just as without the right soil, nutrients, environment, and gardeners, a tree cannot produce its fruit.

“John Hardwick and JR Lafraia are two of the most important authors in the field of asset management. The Management System Standard (PAS55 or ISO55000) is vital, of course, but without the context of leadership and organisational culture it is certain that you will not derive maximum benefit from implementing asset management. I believe this book will become a seminal text for the emerging profession and senior managers wanting to ensure their investment is a success.”

David McKeown, CEO, Institute of Asset Management, UK

“Great opportunity for the leadership to improve their knowledge in order to assure that assets will perform well, which is the key to increase the value of the organizations.”

Joubert Flores, Director, Metro Rio, Brasil

“We had a professor in University who would begin each lecture with a warm and loud pronouncement, ‘The only thing that matters is love. I *love* you.’ Then he would turn to the board and for the next 50 minutes work abstruse numerical analysis equations with encouragements about how easy all of this was. This habit of his was all the talk of ‘love’ we got in the Engineering program, so it stood out. He was right, of course. We must try to put love at the centre of everything we do remembering that the principle of love is the most difficult thing to learn and put into action – even more difficult than Numerical Analysis.”

Cindy Snedden, Executive Director, PEMAC, Canada

“In Companies that provide large values for the stockholders based in their assets productive capacity, excellence in Asset Management programs is a fundamental factor for achieving success.”

Italo Freitas, Generation General Director, AES Brasil
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